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Mourning a Relationship
It is with great respect and consideration
that I decide today to approach a delicate
subject, both deep and intimate. First, it is
important to determine what mourning is
before tackling relational mourning more
precisely. Grief is “a natural process, whose
duration varies with each individual, resulting
in sadness and regret caused by the disappearance of a loved one, by somatic troubles
and by a later recuperation” (Kim and Jacobs,
Journal of Affective Disorders). Much simply,
grief can be presented as: “the healing of an
emotional wound, similar to physiological
healing” (Jacques Monday, 2002). We are facing a confusing event in our life, which leads
us through an emotional turmoil, which brings
us to modify our thought structure and thus
to give new meaning to our lives.
Why is it so difficult to mourn in our
society?
The Western world we live in today is much
focused on performance. Although the
benefits of communication and of mood
management are increasingly available, the
fact remains that we only have limited time
to take care of ourselves and our loved ones.
The breakneck speed of our lives often leads
us to distance ourselves from our emotional
world. Also, the values promoted in our
society today are mostly focused on performance and individualism, unlike society of
a not so long ago time. Thus, we learn early
on to ACT and DO rather than BE. So we are
mostly valued on the results of our actions
rather than on who we are as individuals.
Having been conditioned in this way, it is not

to face reality, as painful as it is, and to accept
opening the door to change.
The grieving process
1.Apprehension
This phase starts even before the diagnosis.
This is the moment when the family members
recognize that the person has problems, but
do not know its origin or what to expect. The
family feels anguish, grief, helplessness and
alternates between hope and despair.
2. The shock of the announcement
The announcement of the diagnosis causes a
surprise and brings a crisis significantly crippling
the functioning of the family.
3.Negation and denial
The initial shock gradually gives way to a surge
surprising that we have not learned of anxiety. Negation takes over, which someto accept loss.
times brings the rejection of a reality deemed
Bereavement ... but nobody died unbearable. Deciding to avoid thinking about
... how is this possible?
the situation is a defence mechanism that al“Why would I be in mourning,
lows us to adapt temporarily to the new reality.
nobody died ... Yes but ... he is no
4. .Anger
longer the person he was, he is not The progressive decrease of denial causes a
what he was supposed to be or
gradual resumption of contact with reality,
what both of you were supposed
which results in reactions of revolt and anger
to be ... “. Your loved one is still
towards the patient. This anger is sometimes
alive, he is not dead, but a part of
difficult to express and may move to other
him seems to have vanished. You
targets.
can hardly recognize him. Following 5. Guilt
significant changes in behaviour or Anger against the patient turns gradually into
the announcement of a diagnosis,
guilt by the relative who feels responsible for
a relational process of mourning
the condition of the patient. This feeling of
begins, accompanied by a range
guilt may lead to overprotection, occurring
of intense emotions. By agreeing
especially when the patient tries to learn to be
to call this experienced loss as a
independent once again.
relational mourning, you choose
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Calendar of Events

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday, June 13, 5:30p.m.

ANNA WORKSHOP
SUMMER CAMP

750 Dawson Avenue, Dorval
Info (514) 636-6885

This summer camp aims to help
children (7 to 12 years old) better understand and cope with the mental
illness of their parent or sibling through the use of interactive and creative techniques. Workshops will run from June
26-29, 2012 from 9:30-4:00 p.m. free of charge.

Cold Buffet 7:00 p.m.

Followed by a

CONFERENCE
A WRIT OF EVICTION
OR EXPULSION
(English & French)

To register or for more information call (514) 636-6885

SUPPORT GROUPS

From 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Guest Speakers: Law student from the
Legal Information Clinic at McGill University and
Claude-Catherine Lemoine, lawyer-Centre de justice de
proximité du Grand Montréal

What to do when our adult child with a mental illness lives in
the family home and there are serious conflicts. Can we ask
him to leave? What is the procedure?

PSYCHOSIS

English & French: Tuesday, June 5
7:00 — 9:00p.m.
Must register.

BIPOLAR

WORKSHOPS

English & French: Tuesday, June 19
6:30 — 8:30 p.m.
Must register.

MINDFULNESS THROUGH ART AND NATURE:
A WORKSHOP FOR CAREGIVERS

BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER

(Bilingual)

In this 4 session workshop participants will be introduced to
basic mindfulness techniques. With all of the chaos and worry
in our everyday lives, it can be very difficult to focus on the
beauty that surrounds us when our minds race with unpleasant
thoughts. Using the principals of mindfulness, we will create art
work using nature as our inspiration. All workshops will be held
outdoors pending good weather conditions.
$8 fee for materials. Must register.
Mondays, August 6 — 27, 1:30 — 3:30 p.m.

English & French:
Tuesday, June 26, 6:30 — 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, June 27, 1:00 — 3:00 p.m.
Must register.

NAVIGATORS

Social club for children who have completed the Anna
workshops. Must register.
Friday, May 25
5:00 — 8:00 p.m.

Info: (514) 636-6885

What is Emotional Intelligence (EQ)?
For most people, emotional intelligence
(EQ) is more important than one’s intelligence (IQ) in attaining success in their lives
and careers. As individuals our success and
the success of the profession today depend on our ability to read other people’s
signals and react appropriately to them.
Therefore, each one of us must develop
the mature emotional intelligence skills
required to better understand, empathize
and negotiate with other people — particularly as the economy has become more
global. Otherwise, success will elude us in
our lives and careers.
“Your EQ is the level of your ability to
understand other people, what motivates
them and how to work cooperatively with
them,” says Howard Gardner, the influential
Harvard theorist. Five major categories of
emotional intelligence skills are of value to
professional accountants.
Understanding the Five Categories of
Emotional Intelligence (EQ)
1. Self-awareness.
The ability to recognize an emotion as it
“happens” is the key to your EQ. Developing self-awareness requires tuning in to
your true feelings. If you evaluate your
emotions, you can manage them. The major elements of self-awareness are:
Emotional awareness. Your ability to
recognize your own emotions and their
effects.
Self-confidence. Sureness about your
self-worth and capabilities.
2. Self-regulation.
You often have little control over when
you experience emotions. You can, however, have some say in how long an emotion
will last by using a number of techniques
to alleviate negative emotions such as anger, anxiety or depression. A few of these
techniques include recasting a situation
in a more positive light, taking a long walk
and meditation or prayer. Self-regulation
involves
• Self-control. Managing disruptive
impulses.
• Trustworthiness. Maintaining standards
of honesty and integrity.
• Conscientiousness. Taking responsibility for your own performance.
• Adaptability. Handling change with
flexibility.

Innovation. Being open to new ideas.
3. Motivation.
To motivate yourself for any achievement requires clear goals and a positive attitude. Although you may have a
predisposition to either a positive or a
negative attitude, you can with effort
and practice learn to think more positively. If you catch negative thoughts
as they occur, you can reframe them in
more positive terms—which will help
you achieve your goals. Motivation is
made up of:
• Achievement drive. Your constant
striving to improve or to meet a standard of excellence.
• Commitment. Aligning with the
goals of the group or organization.
• Initiative. Readying yourself to act
on opportunities.
• Optimism. Pursuing goals persistently despite obstacles and setbacks.

group’s emotional currents and power relationships.
• Understanding others. Discerning the
feelings behind the needs and wants of
others.
5. Social skills.
The development of good interpersonal
skills is tantamount to success in your life
and career. In today’s cyberculture all professional accountants can have immediate access to technical knowledge via computers.
Thus, “people skills” are even more important now because you must possess a high
EQ to better understand, empathize and
negotiate with others in a global economy.
Among the most useful skills are:
• Influence. Wielding effective persuasion
tactics.
• Communication. Sending clear messages.
• Leadership. Inspiring and guiding groups
and people.
• Change catalyst. Initiating or managing
change.
• Conflict management. Understanding,
negotiating and resolving disagreements.
• Building bonds. Nurturing instrumental
relationships.
• Collaboration and cooperation. Working with others toward shared goals.
• Team capabilities. Creating group synergy in pursuing collective goals.
What factors are at play when people of
high IQ fail and those of modest IQ succeed?

4. Empathy.
The ability to recognize how people
feel is important to success in your life
and career. The more skillful you are at
discerning the feelings behind others’
signals the better you can control the
signals you send them. An empathetic
person excels at:
• Service orientation. Anticipating,
recognizing and meeting clients’ needs.
• Developing others. Sensing what
others need to progress and bolstering
their abilities.
• Leveraging diversity. Cultivating opportunities through diverse people.
• Political awareness. Reading a

How well you do in your life and career is
determined by both. IQ alone is not enough;
EQ also matters. In fact, psychologists
generally agree that among the ingredients
for success, IQ counts for roughly 10% (at
best 25%); the rest depends on everything
else—including EQ. A study of Harvard
graduates in business, law, medicine and
teaching showed a negative or zero correlation between an IQ indicator (entrance exam
scores) and subsequent career success.
By Steve Bressert, Ph.D.
http://psychcentral.com/

“It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to change.”

New Books In Our Library

• Pour livres francophones, voir liste dans
bulletin de nouvelles en français

Splitting: Protecting Yourself While Divorcing Someone With Borderline or Narcissistic Personality; Bill Eddy,
Randi Kreger
Divorce is difficult under the best of circumstances. Dealing with this inherently adversarial process can be
highly emotional on both sides. But when a divorcing individual is a “persuasive blamer” someone who suffers
from borderline personality disorder (BPD), narcissistic personality disorder (NPD), or simply has a high-conflict,
manipulative personality - their behavior can have devastating ramifications for their former spouses. Splitting is
a legal and psychological guidebook that everyone seeking a divorce from a persuasive blamer should own. Written by Bill Eddy, a family lawyer, divorce mediator, and experienced social worker, and Randi Kreger, BPD expert
and author of the bestselling Stop Walking on Eggshells, it offers readers help for navigating the entire process
of divorce: hiring and managing a divorce lawyer, reaching a reasonable settlement, protecting oneself and one’’s
children from emotional and/or physical abuse from the former spouse, resisting false accusations, and getting
enforceable court orders. The book also delves into the difficult-to-understand, aggressive behavior of persuasive blamers, offering readers psychological explanations for their former spouse’’s actions and help for coping
emotionally with the spouse’’s extreme mood swings and impulsivity. * Nearly half of all marriages in the U.S.
end in divorce and approximately 6 million American adults have borderline personality disorder or BPD.
The Manipulative Child: How To Regain Control And Raise Resilient, Resourceful, And Independent Kids;
Ernest W. Swihart
Why do so many of our kids--raised in the most affluent nation on earth--fail to thrive and strive and enter
adulthood lacking appropriate and effective coping skills? Drs. Swihart and Cotter have come up with a revolutionary theory on why our kids are having such a tough time of it today: It is because we allow our children to
manipulate us, and the world around them, rather than teaching them how to respond to life and life’’s tough
situations. The result is that manipulative behavior is directly tied to low self-esteem, which only heightens
its negative impact on kids, families, and the larger communities we live in. The good news is that Drs. Swihart
and Cotter have created a radical and clinically proven program for breaking manipulative behavior and getting
our kids back on track. The program teaches parents to say no without feeling guilt; to resist the urge to feel
responsible for their child’’s happiness; to view their children as emotionally competent and resilient; and most
importantly, to realize that effective parenting means allowing your child to make mistakes and develop a sense
of competence, which leads to enhanced self-esteem and an ability to live independently and successfully in the
real world.
The Borderline Personality Disorder Survival
Guide: Everything You Need To Know About
Living With BPD;Alexander L. Chapman, Kim L.
Gratz

Coping with Schizophenia: A Guide For Patients
Families, And Caregivers ; Steven Jones, Peter
Hayward

The only book written specifically for sufBorderline personality disorder (BPD) affects an
ferers, as well as their carers and loved ones,
estimated three percent of North Americans and
this empowering book takes a sensitive and
10 percent of all mental health outpatients. Nounderstanding approach to schizophrenia,
toriously difficult to treat, BPD sufferers without
providing all the information necessary about
regular and effective medical and psychological
the condition, its causes, and the range of
care experience a high rate of suicide. This new
treatments available. Dr Steven Jones is Senior
survival guide offers a complete overview of
Lecturer in Clinical Psychology at the University
borderline personality disorder, its symptoms
of Manchester, Academic Division of Clinical
and treatment and the ways sufferers can navigate Psychology, Wythenshawe Hospital, Manchester, UK and Honortheir lives with this complicated condition.
ary Consultant Clinical Psychologist at Pennine Care Trust, UK.
Borderline Personality Disorder: A Clinical
Guide; John G. Gunderson, Paul S. Links
Covering the range of clinical presentations, treatments, and levels of
care,Borderline Personality Disorder: A
Clinical Guide, Second Edition, provides a
comprehensive guide to the diagnosis and
treatment of borderline personality disorder (BPD). The second edition includes new
research about BPD’s relationship to other
disorders and up-to-date descriptions of
empirically validated treatments, including
cognitive-behavioral and psychodynamic
approaches. Compelling new research also
indicates a much better prognosis for BPD
than previously known.

Life After Mental Illness (DVD)
Life After Mental Illness, produced by award-winning
filmmaker Mark Ashdown, captures the life of Bill
MacPhee and his recovery from schizophrenia. It
includes interviews with family and friends, as well as
world-renowned psychiatrist Ruth Baruch.
Beyond Psychosis: Exceeding Expectations from First
Episode to Recovery (DVD)
Five young people talk about their experiences with
psychosis and recovery. Sharing facts and personal stories, this DVD may help to change the face of psychosis and challenge our expectations of people recovering from a major mental illness. The DVD provides
information for the general public and is a source of
hope and inspiration for people living with psychosis.

New Books

The Understanding Your Suicide Grief Support
Group Guide: Meeting Plans for Facilitators;
Alan D. Wolfelt

For anyone who has experienced the suicide of
a loved one, coworker, neighbor, or acquaintance
and is seeking information about coping with
such a profound loss, this compassionate guide
explores the unique responses inherent to their
grief. Using the metaphor of the wilderness, the
book introduces 10 touchstones to assist the survivor in this naturally complicated and particularly painful journey.
The touchstones include opening to the presence of loss, embracing the uniqueness of grief, understanding the six needs of mourning, reaching out for help, and seeking reconciliation over resolution. Learning to identify and rely on each of these touchstones will
bring about hope and healing.
Including 12 meeting plans that interface with the main text and
companion journal, this organizational guide deftly combines grief
education with compassionate support for those who want to
facilitate an effective suicide grief support group.
Understanding Your Suicide Grief: Ten Essential
Touchstones for Finding Hope and Healing Your
Heart; Alan D. Wolfelt

Family Matters: Surviving the bipolar journey
(DVD)
Its manic highs have been described as more addictive than drugs. Its depressive lows as hellish
bottom-less pits; a walking death. Bipolar Disorder is one of the most commonly diagnosed
and devastating mental illnesses, affecting
approximately 1 in 20 adults.
Many of the mentally ill live on the streets. Millions of others live at home with their families.
Melanie, Theresa, Ted and Denise are just four
of the millions of family members who cope with the devastating
effects this disorder has on their loved ones and families on a daily
basis. Each family represents a stop on the life-long journey of living
and managing a family with bipolar disorder.
“Family Matters: Surviving The Bipolar Journey”, shows us that while
there are stark realities to dealing with mental illness, inside every
family struggling to cope is an opportunity to make the home a place
of healing and acceptance.
The Defiant Child: A Parent's Guide to Oppositional Defiant Disorder; Douglas Riley

Dr. Riley’s best-selling book, The Defiant Child: A
For anyone who has experienced the suicide
Parent’s Guide To Oppositional Defiant Disorder,
of a loved one, coworker, neighbor, or acquainhas guided over seventy thousand readers through
tance and is seeking information about coping
the difficulties of raising a child or teenager who is
with such a profound loss, this compassionate
attempting to ignore or defeat them at every turn.
guide explores the unique responses inherent to
While it explains how defiant children and teens
their grief. Using the metaphor of the wilderthink, delving deeply into the mistaken ideas that
ness, the book introduces 10 touchstones to
lead them to believe that it is safe to ignore parents
assist the survivor in this naturally complicated
and challenge their authority, its chief purpose is to
and particularly painful journey. The touchprovide parents with a step by step plan to regain peace and harmony
stones include opening to the presence of loss, embracing the
in the family.
uniqueness of grief, understanding the six needs of mourning, reaching out for help, and seeking reconciliation over resolution. Learning
to identify and rely on each of these touchstones will bring about
hope and healing.
You're My World - 3 CD Set; Ken Lewis, James
Shirley and Randi Kreger
Conversations about custody for people who
have a partner with borderline personality
disorder. The how-to information you need
to gain custody from a BP spouse for the
children's best interests. This three-CD package featuring one of the country's foremost
experts will show you the best way to gain
custody of your children if you live within any of the United States
of America.
The Language of Letting Go; Melody Beattie
Melody Beattie integrates her own life experiences and fundamental recovery reflections
in this unique daily meditation book written
especially for those of us who struggle with
the issue of codependency. Problems are made
to be solved, Melody reminds us, and the best
thing we can do is take responsibility for our
own pain and self-care. In this daily inspirational
book, Melody provides us with a thought to
guide us through the day and she encourages us
to remember that each day is an opportunity for
growth and renewal.

More Language of Letting Go; Melody Beattie
This new volume of meditations offers clients
ongoing wisdom and guidance about relationship
issues. An excellent enhancement to therapy, daily thoughts provide clients with ongoing insights
into issues such as surrendering, the damaging
effects of manipulation, and healthy communication. This book shares unsentimental, direct help
for clients recovering from chemical dependency,
healing from relationships and family issues, and
exploring personal growth.
Promoting recovery from first episode psychosis:
a guide for families; Sabrina Baker, Lisa Martens
Family members can play a significant role in
helping to identify early signs of psychosis, in
seeking prompt and appropriate treatment for
their relative, and in promoting the recovery
process. Promoting Recovery from First Episode
Psychosis is based on research, practice guidelines
and the authors’ own experience working with
clients and their families in the First Episode Division at CAMH.

Mourning a
Relationship

Help Arriving For
OCD Sufferers

6. Deep grief
Anger and guilt gradually allow the family member to express
his sadness and identify the emotions aroused by the situation. This period of deep sadness marks the beginning of the
integration of the situation created by the changes due to
illness. This is a constructive period which brings the
family member to rethink his life and to overcome
his sadness over a period of time of varied length.
7. Adaptation
In this phase, close relatives learn to live with
residual disabilities, with their limits and the impact
they have on family and social life. They learn to
recognize the skills of the person. Slowly, the family
moves closer to the person.
8. Transformation
Despite what most theories about mourning suggest, the grieving process does not seem to end with the
adaptation stage. Indeed, the mourning process puts individuals and families in a learning process that transforms them.
Transformation is the ability of the family members to feel
competent and confident to use their resources and knowhow in managing their daily lives, to attain new life goals.
Transformation occurs through changes in values, beliefs and
knowledge. Families acquire new knowledge, develop new
skills, and become aware of the importance of caring and sharing resources, in order to gradually accept how different the
person with mental illness is.
9. Recurrence
Because mental illness can progress or regress, the grief process is never completely finished. (Inspired by: Levert, M.-J.,
(2005).
Accept the need to seek help
It is virtually impossible to go through the rigors of life
without having to ask for help. Recognizing one’s vulnerability leads to a better understanding of self and helps us to
mobilize our resources. It is also important to tell our story,
without censorship, by choosing people who welcome us as
we are, through our thoughts and emotions.
In the presence of relational mourning, some people around
you may try to influence you on how to live your life and
make your choices. Remember that you are the only expert
about your own needs. Take time to reflect, to experience
your feelings and to make the choices that match your core
values.

April 11,2012 MONTREAL - Psychologists at Concordia University are developing a new therapy for the most common form of obsessive compulsive
disorder - compulsive checking - and hope to enrol patients in a study by
September.

Marie-Claude Turgeon,
Coordinator, Social worker
Le Cercle Polaire Winter 2012
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It’s estimated that more than 650,000 Canadians
suffer from varying degrees of OCD. Compulsive
checking - an endless cycle of checking and rechecking to make sure that the front door is locked,
for example - affects nearly one in three people
with OCD, followed by compulsive washing or
cleaning.
Until now, the standard treatments for compulsive
checkers have been anti-depressants and a British
therapy developed in 1966 called exposure and response prevention. But both treatments have been
problematic, said Adam Radomsky, an associate professor of psychology at
Concordia.
“The anti-depressants have often been given at high doses, and we know
that people tend not to prefer medications, as they have side effects,”
Radomsky explained.
Exposure and response prevention, or ERP, has been around since 1966, and
involves repetitive exercises to get patients to face their fears. Not surprisingly, one in-two compulsive checkers won’t even attempt ERP.
“In essence, the way I like to summarize ERP is you’re asking your client to
do the things they fear the most in the world and not to use the checking
behaviour which they have found to be helpful to them,” he said.
Radomsky and his colleagues are instead focusing on the thinking that
drives compulsive checking rather than the actions. They are proposing a
tailored form of cognitive behavioural therapy for compulsive checking.
As a clinical psychologist, Radomsky has come across patients who are
so consumed by compulsive checking that they are unable to leave their
homes. Others have been known to dislodge the door handles from their
cars from endlessly checking to make sure the door is locked.
“Checking works very well in the short term at reducing your anxiety,” he
said. “Unfortunately, in the long run it actually contributes to the problem.”
In fact, previous research has found that repetitive checking produces a loss
of confidence in one’s memory.
For the average person, checking one’s passport on the way to the airport
is a normal response. A compulsive checker, however, perceives irrational
threats and struggles to cope by checking constantly. What’s more, compulsive checkers know that they have a problem, Radomsky said.
The cognitive behavioural model that is being proposed involves 12 weeks
of therapy. Among the therapeutic targets are restoring confidence in one’s
memory, reducing self-doubt and guilt, as well as exercises in “transferring
responsibility.”
Patients will be followed daily to track their progress while the psychologists assess the effectiveness of their therapeutic interventions.
“I actually think that we fail our clients with our (standard) treatments because they are too difficult,” Radomsky said.
“So what we are trying to do is develop a treatment that will be just as effective but much more acceptable (to patients).”
By AARON DERFEL, Gazette Health Reporter
Read more: http://www.montrealgazette.com/health/
Help+arriving+sufferers/6438581/story.html#ixzz1rl4blw3N

19th Annual FFAPAMM*
Convention in Quebec city
In need of rest and respite? June 8 & 9, 2012 — Je garde le CAP!! (IN FRENCH)

This year, the 2012 convention’s organizing committee suggests you to “stay the course”!They invite you to accompany them along the way with the underlying theme of the CAP model which was recently introduced by
the FFAPAMM.
This model gives caregivers the following statuses: Client, helper and partner.
The objective of CAP is to inform and empower families so that they can adequately play the part accorded
to them. Once again this year, we can count on the participation and collaboration of high quality speakers
who will guide you along the way.
This convention will allow you to meet other families that are also dealing with mental illness and to acquire knowledge to better cope
with your situation. The cost will be covered by Friends.
Aware of the fact that this outing is also a moment of respite and fun, the committee has planned stopovers by playful and festive characters that will spice up your experience.
It is now up to you to come discover what awaits you on the journey towards the CAP model.
* Fédération des familles et amis de la personne atteinte de maladie mentale: A Quebec network of 38 associations dedicated to
the well being of caregivers of people with a mental illness. www.ffapamm.com

Is Self-Care Selfish?
Learning to manage much of my own
recovery has come from working with peers
who have had success coping with bipolar,
and those who still struggle. Right now, I am
working with a number of folks who find
it challenging to appreciate the difference
between “selfishness” and “self-care.”
It can be difficult to discern the two terms.
In my mind, “selfishness” is acting in my own
self-interest, believing that I am entitled
to behaving a certain way —and who cares
about others? “Self-care” is recognizing
my self- worth enough to take care of
my personal needs while considering and
respecting the needs of those around me.
Writing this column is cathartic; I can “clean
the cupboards,” find out a little more about
myself, track my illness and recovery, and
sympathize with others. I consider it an
exercise in self-care. But, it’s surprising how
quickly this particular exercise in self-care
recently turned into an act of selfishness.
A few months ago, my husband and I took
a day trip near Grand Canyon’s North Rim.
We had arranged to explore the back
hunting roads and forests of fir, birch and
aspen trees, see some wildlife, and enjoy
each other’s company. Around this time, I
was working with my editor to finalize an
essay. The deadline was fast approaching.
So, I figured I’d chat with her on my cell
phone during our drive. Reception was
awful and my editor and I could barely carry
on a conversation as my husband drove
around hell-and-gone, at 8,000 feet up,
trying to find signals. As the minutes passed,

I became hypomanic, irritable, worried,
and anxious. At last, my husband located
a wildfire look-out tower stretching one
hundred feet into the sky. We climbed the
tower and, finally, I found a strong signal.
I was able to connect with my editor and
carry on a productive conversation. At the
end of our call, she and I both realized that
we easily could have covered everything in
an email!
I turned my attention to my husband,
again, and was he mad! A day that we had
arrang- ed for practicing self-care had
turned into a day of me acting selfishly. I
had changed my focus from peaceful journey to manic demands, in order to do what
I claimed to be good for me. I felt guilty
and very sad—not only for angering my
husband, but also for understanding that
my selfish behavior had served no positive
end for either of us.
We all know how the mood polarity can
change lickety-split. We can end up running a hamster’s wheel between self-care
and selfishness if we don’t pay some attention.
Those with bipolar who are in a more
depressive cycle often believe that they
don’t deserve to focus on their own
recovery. They think they don’t deserve to
take care of their personal needs or accept
help from others; to do so, in their minds,
would be selfish, because that would take
away attention from someone more worthy of help.

Those who are experiencing the manic side
of our illness sometimes presume that they
deserve everything; being selfish is just part
of the fun. It’s possible that when people
are in a manic phase they may not recognize
that they are being selfish. Or, they may see
their behavior clearly, but just not care.
Who can forget the saying, “step on a crack,
break your mother’s back”? To step carefully
around the cracks becomes a dance in selfcare as you learn balance, control and grace.
Taking the sidewalk toward wellness, trusting the ability to heal, and doing it without
the arrogance of selfishness, is probably one
of the toughest coping skills to master.
On my Grand Canyon outing, clearly I
didn’t pay much attention, at first, to my
behavior; I take full responsibility for it.
Driving through the forest after my call, my
husband and I attempted to salvage our day
trip. It was very hard for both of us, because
my mood and behavior had changed three
times in as many hours. We came to hunting
road #492, pulled onto the dirt and saw the
forest open to reveal a beautiful meadow.
We walked to the top of the meadow, looking down the gentle slope at the wildflowers, grasses and low alpine moss. The trees
enveloped us. Sitting in silence for some
time, breathing slowly and deeply, I started
to feel more at ease, and I knew I was caring
well for myself. “Meadow at 492” will be a
definite campsite this summer.
Author:Beth Brownsberger Mader
http://www.bphope.com

Information And Support Guide
For Families
The Institut universitaire en santé mentale de Québec has produced an Information and Support Guide for
families and friends of individuals with mental health problems that is now available for free at Friends for
Mental Health. You can also order a guide by calling (418) 663-5004, e-mailing Info@institutsmq.qc.ca or going
to: http://www.institutsmq.qc.ca/publications/guides-de-soutien/index.html. The guide includes information
about the organization of services, confidentiality and professional privilege and practical advice.

Congratulations West
Island Community Shares!
Congratulations to WICS who surpassed their goal of one million dollars ($1,100,000)
this year and distributed it to 35 West Island community groups. Friends was given
$42,000 - an increase of $7,000. A heartfelt thank you for your very hard work and
commitment!

Thank you volunteers
Volunteers are the most important resource community organizations have. The ability of people to work willingly together for the
betterment of their community and themselves is a valuable resource. We would therefore like to thank all the hard work and determination of all of our volunteers! In particular our hospital volunteers, Martha Plaski who proofreads our newsletter as well as
Denise Crawden and Claude Renaud who translate our articles.

Thank you
Punk Rawk Benefit Joyce Crowley
Concert
Once again a group of friends came together
to organize the Punk Rawk Princess Benefit
Concert which took place on Friday, April 6th
at the Sala Rossa. The funds raised supports
Friends For Mental Health. The event began
after the tragic loss of someone very dear to
them in order to encourage an increase awareness and acceptance of mental illness.
We can’t thank them enough for their dedication and hard work. The event was a huge
success. This year the concert took place on
Friday, April 6th at the Sala Rossa and raised
$4,134.19!

We would like to thank Joyce Crowley for all
of her hard work in organizing a second Fitness Marathon last March 25th. Her dedication
and energy is commendable and infectious and
helped $1,261.13! Thank you !

We’d like to thank these organizations and
foundations for their support this past quarter:

City of Pointe Claire
Dorval Oldtimers

